1/ 12/ '98
Dear Kevin,
Sue Kyte and I are producing a video, see enclosed pages from our
application for funding.
In one section of the video we want to interview someone about
the prejudices in areas such as North Melbourne which resulted
from the fierce anti-communism of the DLP. and how this
disappeared in the 1970s particularly when the urban action
movement brought people together face to face etc, As a political
person who has had long time association with North Melbourne/
Kensington area where the DLP had quite a stronghold, it is
thought that you could make a particularly valuable .contribution.
Sue Kyte will be in touch with you in a few daysxtime. In the
meantime here is some brief information on the video.
Last week I was interviewed by Film Australia for an ABC video on
the 1956 Olympic Games. I spoke about the cultural activities
which helped to result in the Games becomaing known as the
Friendly Games. The video will not be screened for some time,
but it may be wortl|| looking out for, By the way the Crow Collfis
on the internet, in fact this video crew got in touch with me
because they read about the Crow Coll on the internet
I am shifting to live next door to my daughter, Julie, in
Horsham. I am not retiring, just changing my address, There is a
very effective committee for the Crow Collection Association and
the Collection itself has been greatly enhanced through the work
of the VUT Library. I will continue to be responsible for the
Crow Coll Newsletter, Ecoso but, will of course, be doing much
less "networking"
I will always welcome you on a visit to my home (right beside the
Wimmera River) if ever you are driving west thx£fflSh"Wras«pifr<ld©c1?s
on the way to Adelaide
Very useful Age article on Royal Park... you certainly were
walking tall... quite eye-catching photograph. Sorry I won't be
at the Royal Park Rally.. my days of rallying are really over, in
any case I will be 3000 Ks to the west...
December 8th is the day the removalist come.. after that my
address will be 2a M'cBain.Street Horsham 3400, phone 53,81.2412
Hoping you can be in our video team,
yours sincerely
Ruth Crow.
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T h e C r o w Collection Association (incorp A0022696P)

A Living Library to Plan for the 21st Century
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1/ 12/ '98
Dear Peter,
Thanks for your note and the return of the letter etc.
I am anlc&sing two pages from Sue Kyte's application for funds
for the video #e are'itiaking.
Last week I was interviewed by Film Australia for an ABC video on
the 1956 Olympic Games. I spoke about the cultural activities
which helped to result in the Games becoming known as the
Friendly Games. The video will not be screened for some time, but
it may be worth looking out for, By the way the Crow Coll. is on
the internet, in fact this video crew got in touch with me
because they read about the Crow Coll on the internet
Although I am shifting to live next door to my daughter, Julie,
in Horsham, I am not retiring, just changing my address, There is
a very effective committee for the Crow Collection Association
and the Collection itself has been greatly enhanced through the
work of the VUT Library. I will continue to be responsible for
the Crow Coll Newsletter, Ecoso but, will of course, be doing
much less "networking"
I am looking forward to welcoming you and Christine to my home
(right beside the Wimmera River) if ever you are driving west on
the way to Adelaide and beyond to Perth !
December 8th isjithe d%y the removalist come., after that my
address will be 2a McBain Street Horsham 3400, phone 53,81.2412
I would really enjoy working with you on a video, There is the
potential for lots of themes in the Crow Collection. I would
particularly love doing one on children and the cultural
movement, my daughter in Horsham has been involved with
activities for young children all her adult life and one of my
hidden agendas is to work with her on developing our ideas from
our life time experiences etc
This letter is rather awkardly expressed and perhaps there are
typing mistakes. My office conditions, at present, are far from
perfect, so please excuse mistakes etc, I have used letterhead so
you will have the official address of Crow Coll.
yours sincerel
Ruth Crow,

